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Abst rac t - -A  (k, n)-arc in a finite projective plane IIq of order q is a set of k points with some n 
but non+l  collinear points where k > n and 2 < n < q. The maximum value ofk for which a 
(k,n)-arc exists in PG(2, q) is denoted by mn(2, q). It is well known that if n is not a divisor of q, 
then mn(2, q) < (n - 1)q + n - 3. The purpose of this paper is to improve this upper bound on 
m,~ (2, q) using the nonexistence of some minihypers inPG(2, q) and to characterize some minihypers 
in PG(t, q) where t _> 3. (~) 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A (k, n)-arc K in a finite projective plane Hq of order q is a set of k points in IIq such that  
[K n L[ _< n for every line L in IIq and [K n L[ = n for some line L in IIq where k > n, 
2 ~ n < q, q being a prime power and [A I denotes the number of elements in the set A. The 
max imum value of k for which a (k, n)-arc exists in a finite projective geometry PG(2, q) is 
denoted by m, (2 ,  q). 
An m-blocking set S in H a is a subset of points in IIq such that IS N L[ > m for every line L 
in IIq, IS n L[ = m for some line L in IIq and S contains no line in H a where 1 < m < q. The 
following two theorems incorporate well-known results. 
THEOREM A. 
(1) mn(2, q) <_ (n -  1)q + n (see [11). 
(2) I f  n < q and equality occurs in (1), then n divides q (see [1,2]). 
(3) For q = 2 h and n = 2 r (1 < r < h), mn(2, q) <_ (n -  1)q + n (see [3]). 
(4) I f  n is not a divisor of q, then mn(2, q) <_ (n - 1)q + n - 3 (see [4]). 
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THEOREM B. I f  S is an m-blocking set in PG(2,  q), then we have the following. 
(1) [S[ ___ m(q + 1). 
(2) I f  m >_ 2 and equality occurs in (1), then q - m + 1 divides q. 
(3) For q = 2 h and m = 2 h - 2 r + 1 (1 < r < h), min IS[ = m(q + 1). 
(4) I f  q - m + 1 is not a divisor of  q, then [S[ _> m(q + 1) + 3. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let F be a set o f f  points in a finite projective geometry PG( t ,  q) where t >_ 2 
and f _> 1. I f  [F N H[ >_ m for every hyperplane (i.e., (t - 1)-fiat) H in PG(t ,  q) and [F N H[ = m 
for some hyperplane H in PG(t ,  q), then F is called an {f ,  m; t, q}-minihyper where m _> 0. In 
the special case t = 2 and m >_ 1, an {f ,  m; 2, q}-minihyper F is also called an m-blocking set i f  
F contains no line (i.e., 1-fiat) in PG(2,  q). 
The concept of a minihyper has been introduced by Hamada and Tamari [5] (cf. [5-14] with 
respect o minihypers). The purpose of this paper is to improve Theorems A-(4) and B-(4) using 
the nonexistence of some minihypers in PG(2,  q) (cf. Theorem 1.1 and Corollaries 1.2 and 1.3) 
and to characterize some minihypers in PG(t ,  q) where t _> 3 (cf. Theorem 1.5). The main results 
are as follows. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let l and m be any integers such that l > 2 and m > 2. Let 
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32 = { m s +m-  
where D1 = 14 - 2(m - 1)(m - 2)l 2 + 4(m - 1)2/+ m2(m - 1) 2 and D2 = 4/2 - 41 + m 4 - 2m 3 - 
m2+2m+l .  
(1) In the case l < m and q > ~2, there is no {m(q + 1) + l, m; 2, q}-minihyper. 
(2) In the case l >_ m and q > max{i l l , /~},  there is no {m(q + 1) + l, m; 2, q}-minihyper. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let I and m be any integers such that l >_ 2 and m _> 2. Let Q(l, m) = 132 or 
max{~31,/32} according as I < m or 1 >_ m. 
From Theorem 1.1 we have the following three corollaries. 
COROLLARY 1.2. I f  q > Q(l, m),  then IS[ > m(q + 1) + l for any m-blocking set S in PG(2,  q) 
where l _> 2 and m > 2. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let q be any pr ime power such that q > Q(1, m)  for given integers l (>_ 2) and 
m (_> 2). Let n = q + 1 - m. Then ran(2, q) < (n - 1)q + n - 1. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Consider the case l = m. In this case, it follows that  /31 = (1/2){3m - 2 + 
x/8m 3 - l lm 2 + 4m} and/32 = m 2. Since/31 ~ 4.6 or ~ 9.1 according as m = 2 or 3 and ~31 < j32 
in the case m _> 4, it follows from Theorem 1.1 and Corollaries 1.2 and 1.3 that  
(1) in the case q > m s ~ 4, there is no {my1 + mv2,mvo + mvl ;2 ,  q}-minihyper where 
v0=0,  vl = l ,  andv2=q+l .  
(2) in the case q > m s _> 4, IS[ > re(q+ 1) +m for any m-blocking set S in PG(2,  q). 
(3) in the case q > m 2 ~ 4 and n = q + 1 - m, ran(2, q) < (n - 1)q + n - m. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. See Table 1. 
Note that  
(i) m 2 -1</32<m s in the case 2 -< l < m, and 
(ii) ~1 ~ 37.07 and/32 ~ 36.38 (i.e., ~1 ) ~2) in the case ( l ,m) = (7, 6) and/31 ~ 45.16 and 
f~2 ~ 49.32 (i.e.,/31 </32) in the case (l, m) = (8, 7). 
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Table 1. Table of the values of Q(l, rn). 
l\m 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
2 4.6 8.3 15.1 24.1 35.0 48.0 63.0 80.0 99.0 
3 9.4 9.1 15.5 24.3 35.2 48.1 63.1 80.0 99.0 
4 16.3 15.5 16 24.6 35.4 48.2 63.2 80.1 99.1 
5 25.2 24.1 22.2 25 35.6 48.4 63.3 80.2 99.2 
6 36.1 34.9 29.6 29.4 36 48.7 63.5 80.4 99.3 
7 49.1 47.7 45 41.2 37.0 49 63.7 80.5 99.4 
8 64.1 62.6 59.6 55.4 50.4 49.3 64 80.7 99.6 
9 81.1 79.5 76.4 71.8 66.2 60 64.2 81 99.8 
10 100.1 98.4 95.2 90.4 84.4 77.4 69.9 81.2 100 
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EXAMPLE 1.3. Let S be any 5-blocking set in PG(t, q). Then, it follows from Corol lary 1.2 and 
the table  (m = 5, 5 < l < 10) in Example 1.2 that  
5q + 11, for q > 25, 
5q + 12, for q > 29, 
5q + 13, for q > 41, 
Isl > 
- 5q + 14, for q > 55, 
5q + 15, for q > 71, 
5q+16,  fo rq>90.  
REMARK 1.1. In the special case m = 2 or 3 (i.e., n = q - 1 or q - 2), the upper bound on 
mn(2, q) in Theorem 4.1 due to Hill and Mason [15] is better  than the upper bound on m~(2, q) 
in the Corol lary 1.3. Recently, after the submission of this paper  an improvement of the bound 
in Corol lary 1.2 has been obtained by Ball  [16] using a different approach. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let h be any integer > 3. Let q and m be any prime power and any integer, 
respectively, such that q > (h - 1) 2 and 2 <_ m <_ h. Then the following hold. 
(1) There is no {(h - m)vl + mv2, (h - m)vo + mvl; 2, q}-minihyper. 
(2) For any m-blocking set S in PG(2, q), ISI > m(q + 1) + h - m. 
(3) I f  n = q + 1 - m, then mn(2, q) < (n -  1)q + n -  (h -  m). 
PROOF. In the case h = m ~ 3 and q > (h -  1) 2 , it follows that  0 < (m-  1 ) / (q -  m + 1) < 1. 
Since q/(q - m + 1) = 1 + (m - 1)/(q - m + 1), this implies that  q - m + 1 is not a divisor of q. 
Hence, it follows from Theorem B that  Corol lary 1.4 holds in the case h = m _> 3. 
In the case h = m + 1, it follows from Remark  2.1 that  Corol lary 1.4 holds. 
In the case h > m + 2 and l -- h -  m, it can be shown that  (h -  1) 2 > ~1 and (h -  1) 2 _> j32. 
Hence, it follows from Theorem 1.1 and Corollaries 1.2 and 1.3 that  Corol lary 1.4 holds. This 
completes the proof. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let t, q, Co, el, and h be any integers such that t >_ 3, Co >_ O, Cl ~ 1, 
h = Co +c l  >_ 3, and q > (h - 1) 2. Then F is an {C0Vl q- ClV2,C0v0 +Slvl , t ,q}-minihyper if 
and only i f  F is a set of c0 points and cl 1-flats in PG(t, q) which are mutually disjoint where 
vl = (qt _ 1)/(q - 1) for any integer I >_ O. 
From Theorem 1.5 and Corol lary A.2 in the Appendix,  we have the following. 
COROLLARY 1.6. Let k, q, Co, el, and h be any integers such that k > 4, Eo >_ O, ~1 >_ 1, 
h = co + Cl >_ 3 and q > (h - l )  2 . Le td=qk- l - (e0+c lq)  and n = vk - (COVl + Zlv2). Then C 
is an [n, k, d; q]-code meeting the Griesmer bound if and only if C is an [n, k, d; q]-code of the 
So]omon and Stiffter type. 
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2. THE PROOF OF  THEOREM 1 .1  
The following known results will be used frequently in this paper. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let vt = (qt _ 1)/(q - 1) for any integer l _> 0. 
(1) There are vt + l points and vt + l hyperplanes in PG(  t, q). 
(2) For any point P in PG(t ,  q), there are vt hyperplanes in PG(t ,  q) which contain the 
point P.  
(3) For any two points P1 and P2 in PG(t ,q) ,  there axe vt-1 hyperplanes in PG( t ,q )  which 
contain two points P1 and 1)2. 
(4) I fV  and W are a #-flat and a u-flat in PG(t ,q) ,  respectively, then V fq W is an m-flat 
in PG( t ,q )  for some integer m such that max{# + u - t , -1}  _< m < min{#,u} where 
0 <_ #, u < t and a ( -1) - f la t  denotes the empty  set O. 
(5) For any ( t - 2)-flat A in P G ( t, q ) , there are q+ 1 hyperp lanes in P G ( t, q) which contain A.  
(6) There exists an {f ,  m; t, q}-minihyper F such that F C f~ for some O-flat f~ in PG( t ,  q) i f  
and only i f  there exists an {f ,  m; O, q}-minihyper where 2 <_ 0 < t and 2 <_ m < f < vo+l. 
(7) For any p-flat V in PG(t ,  q), IV[ = V,+l where 0 <_ # < t. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. Suppose there exists an {m(q + 1) + l, m; 2, q}-minihyper F for some 
integers m _> 2 and l >_ 2. Since IF N HI _> m and IHI = q + 1 for every 1-fiat H in PG(2,  q), it 
follows from Lemma 3.1 (e0 = l, Zl = m) that  IF fq H[ = m, m + 1 , . . . ,  h or q + 1 for any 1-flat H 
in PG(2,  q) where h = m + I. 
Let xi be the number of 1-fiats H in PG(2,  q) such that  [FNH[ = i for i = m, m+l , . . . ,  h, q+l .  
Then we have the following three equations from Lemma 2.1: 
Xm "~ Xm+l "~ " ' "  "~ Xh "~ Xq+l = V3, 
mXm -b (m A- 1)Xm+l -4 - ' "  + hXh "4- (q + 1)Xq+l = [Flv2, 





where IFI = mq + h. 
It  follows from (2.2) - (2.1) x m and (2.1) x (m 2 + m) - (2.2) x 2m + (2.3) x 2 that  
Xm+l + 2Xm+2 + "'" + (h - m)xh  + (q + 1 -- m)xq+l = hq + h - m (2.4) 
and 
2xm+2 + 3"Xm+3 +""  + (h - m)(h  - m-  1)Xh + (q + 1 -- m)(q -- rn)xq+l 
= mq 2 - m2q + (h - m) (h  - rn - 1). 
(2.5) 
Since 2Xm+2 + 3.2Xm+3 +""  + (h -  m) (h -  m-  1)Xh <_ (h -  m-  1) {xm+l + 2Xm+2 +""  + (h -  m)Xh }, 
it follows from (2.4) and (2.5) that  
(h - 1){(h - 2m)q + m(m - 1)} (2.6) 
Xq+l > m-  (q -  h + 1) (q -  m + 1) 
On the other hand, it follows from (2.5) and xi _> 0 that  
(m2 - m)  q + h 2 - (2m + 1)h  - m - 2m - 1) 
Xq+, < m + (q - m)(q - m + 1) (2.7) 
Note that  (q - h + 1)(q - m + 1) - (h - 1){(h - 2m)q + m(m - 1)} = q2 _ {12 _ (m - 1)(m - 
2 )}q- ( l+m-  1 ) (m-  1) 2 = (q -~ l ) (q -~ l )  and (q -m)(q -m+l )  - {(m 2 -m)q+h 2 - (2m+ 1)h 
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- m(m 2 - 2m - 1)} = q2 _ (m 2 + m - 1)q - (1 ~ - l - rn a + m)  = (q - ~2)(q - ~2), where 
~1 = (1/2){/2 - (m - 1)(m - 2) - V~l}  and ~2 = (1/2){(m 2 + m - 1) - v/-D-22}. 
(1) In the ease l < m and q > ~2, it follows from (2.6), (2.7), and (h - 2m)q + m(m - 1) < 0 
that  Xq+l > m and Xq+i < m + 1. Since Xq+l is an integer, this is a contradiction. Hence, 
there is no {m(q + 1) + l, m; 2, q}-minihyper. 
(2) In the case 1 _> m and q > max {¢~1, ~2}, it follows from (2.6) and (2.7) that  xq+i > m-  1 
and Xq+i < m + 1. This implies that Xq+l = m. Since IF n HI = q + 1 if and only if F 
contains the 1-flat H in PG(2, q), this implies that F contains m 1-flats in PG(2, q), i.e., 
F = L1 W L2 U . . .  U Lm U S for some m 1-flats L1, L2 . . . .  , Lm and some set S in PG(2, q). 
Note that  since t = 2, ]Li AL j l  = 1 for any integers i and j such that 1 < i < j _< m. 
Let L~ C~ L2 = {P} and let v be the number of 1-flats in {Li, L2 , . . . ,  Lm} passing through 
the point P.  Without  loss of generality, we can assume that L1 A L 2 (~ . . .  F/Lt, : {P} .  Then 
ILl U L2 t_)... U Lml >_ m(q + 1) - {(v - 1) + v + (v + 1) + . . .  + (m - 1)} = m(q + 1) - 
(1 /2 ) ( rn -v+l ) (m+v-2) .  Since IFI = mq+h,  it follows that IS [+v  = IF I -  I L IUL2U 
• .. U Lml + v <_ h + (1/2)(m 2 - 3m + 4) - (1 /2 ) (v -  2)(v - 3) _< h + (1/2)(m 2 - 3m + 4) and 
q + 1 - (IS I + p) > q - {h + (1 /2 ) (m-  1)(m - 2)} _ q - ~2 > 0. Since there are q + 1 1-flats in 
PG(2, q) passing through the point P,  this implies that  there exists a 1-fiat H in PG(2, q) such 
thatHAL I=HC~L2 . . . . .  HNL ,={P}andHNS=0.  
Since IHNLil = 1 for i = u+l ,v+2, . . . ,m,  it follows from F = L1UL2U...UL,,~US and v _> 2 
that  IFNHI <_ rn -v+l  < m, a contradiction. Hence, there is no {m(q+l)+l ,  m; 2, q}-minihyper. 
This completes the proof. 
REMARK 2.1. In the case l = 1 and rn _> 2, it follows from m = h - 1 and (2.1) x (h 2 - h) - 
(2.2) x (2h - 2) + (2.3) x 2 that 
Xq+i  = (h  - i) + (h - l)(h - 2) m(m - I) 
q (h 2) = + " (2.8)  
- - q - m + l  
In the case h _> 3 and q > h 2 - 2h, it follows from (2.8) that  h - 1 < Xqq_ 1 < h. Since Xq+l 
is an integer, this is a contradiction. Hence, in the case h >_ 3 and q > h ~ - 2h, there is no 
{m(q + 1) + 1, m; 2, q}-minihyper. Note that  if there exists an {m(q + 1) + 1, m; 2, q}-minihyper 
for some integer ra _> 2, then m(m - 1)/(q - m + 1) must be an integer. 
3.  THE PROOF OF  THEOREM 1 .5  
Let E(t, q) denote the set of all ordered sets (~0, ~1,-.- ,  ~t-1) of integers ~i such that  (~0, ~1, 
• . . ,~t -1)  ~ (0 ,0 , . . . ,0 )  and either 
(a) O<<~o <_q- l ,O<_~l  <q-1 , . . . ,O<_~t_ i  <_q- l ,  or 
(b) ~0=q,  0_<~l_<q-1 , . . . ,0_<~t_ i _<q- l ,  or 
(c) ~o = ~1 . . . . .  ~-1  = 0, ~ = q, 0 _< ~.x+i _< q -  1, . . . ,  0 _< ~t-1 _< q -  1 for some integer 
A in {1 ,2 , . . . , t -  1}. 
REMARK 3.1. For any integer f such that 1 < f < vt+l, there exists a unique ordered set 
- -  t -1  
((0, (1 , . . . ,  ~t- i)  in E(t, q) such that ~=0 Gv~+l = f .  
The following lemma plays an important role in proving Theorem 1.5 by induction. After 
submission of this paper Lemma 3.1 has been generalized by Hamada and Helleseth [11]. 
. t -1  t -1  LEMMA 3.1. Suppose there exists a {}-'~i=o eivi+l, ~ i= l  eivi; t, q}-minihyper F for some integers 
t -1  t, q, h, ande i ( i=0,1 ,  . , t -1 )  suchthat t>2,  h>_2, q_>h, 0<e i_<q- land~i=0 e i=h.  
(1) I f  there exists a hyperplane H in PG(t, q) such that [FAH I t-1 = ~i=  mivi for some ordered 
- -  t-1 t-1 set (ml,  m2, . . . ,  rot - i )  in E(t - 1, q), then F n H is a {~=1 mivi, }--~-i=2 mivi-  1; t, q}- 
minihyper in H. 
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~i=1 mivi for any ordered set (2) There is no hyperplane H in PG(t, q) such that IF A H I = t-  
(ml ,m2, . . .  ,mr - l )  in - 1,q), such that > h. 
(3) In the case eo = 0 and q _> 2h - 1, there is no hyperplane H in PG(t, q) such that 
~i=1 mivi for any ordered set (ml ,m2, . . .  ,mr- l )  in -E(t - 1,q), such that [F n HI = t-* 
t-1 ~i=1 mi < h. 
PROOF.  
(1) Suppose there exists a (t - 2)-flat A in g such that  ]F A A[ < }--~-~ mivi-1 - 1. Let 
Hi (l = 1 ,2 , . . .  ,q) be q hyperplanes in PG(t,q), except for H ,  which contain A. Since 
t -1  [FNH[ t -1  t -1  = Y~4=l mivi, and IEAHI[ > ~-'~i=x eivi for I = 1,2, ,q, IFI = ~=o e iV i+ 1' - -  " ' "  
it follows from qvi = Vi+l - 1, q > h and (ml ,m2, . . . ,mt -1 )  7 ~ (0 ,0 , . . . ,0 )  that  IF[ = 
_ ' h ' x- - - , t -1  I FnHI+~L 1 [FnHl l -q lFnA[ > ~ti -  ~ EiVi+l~-q- -t-2.~i= 1 mivi > [FI, a contradiction. 
t -1  
- -  = E i= l  miv i ,  Hence, IF A A[ > )-~i=i mivi-1 for any (t -- 2)-flat A in H.  Since IF A HI t -1  
t -1  t -1  
it follows from Theorem A.3 that IF n HI is a {~=1 miv .  ~=1 m~vi-1; t, q}-minihyper 
in H.  
= ~=1 mivi for (2) Suppose there exists a hyperplane H in PG(t,q) such that  IF n HI t-  
- -  t -1  
some ordered set (ml ,m2, . . . ,mt -1 )  in E( t -  1,q), such that  ~ i= i  mi > h. It  follows 
- -  = E i= I  miv i - i .  Let from (1) that  there exists a (t 2)-flat A in H such that  [F A A[ t-1 
HI (l = 1, 2 , . . . ,q )  be q hyperplanes in PG(t,q), except for H,  which contain A. Then 
t - -1 t - -1 
IFI = IF A H I + Y~=I IF A Hi[ - q[F A A[ >_ Z i=o Eivi+i + E i= l  mi -- h > tel,  a 
contradiction. 
= ~i=1 mivi for (3) Suppose there exists a hyperplane H in PG(t,q) such that  IF A H[ t-1 
- -  t -1  
some ordered set (ml ,m2, . . .  ,mt -1 )  in E( t -  1, q), such that  }--~i=1 mi < h. Let A be 
- = ~-~i=1 mivi-1 and let Ht (l = 1 ,2 , . . . ,q )  be q a (t 2)-flat in H such that  IF A A[ t-1 
= ~=1 e~vi + 51 hyperplanes in PG(t, q), except for H,  which contain A. Since [F A Hl l t-  
E i= l  IF n (Ill \ A)[ = IFI - iF A HI -- for some nonnegative integer (it, it follows that  q
t -1  t -1  q{E~=l  e~v, - Ei=l  m~v~_l} + h - E~- I  rn~ and IF A (Ht \ A)I = IF n Htl - IF n A I = 
t -1  t -1  q t -1  ~i=1 5t h ~ i=1 mi. Without  loss of {E i= l  EiVi -- E i= l  miv i -1}  nt- (~l. Hence ,  = - 
t -1  
generality, we can assume that  51 _> 52 _> ""  > 5q > O. Since 1 < }-':~=1 m~ < h - 1, we 
have 1 < 51 _< h -  1. 
Let rhl = E l+51andrh1=Ei fo r i=2,3 , . . . , t  - 1. Then ]FN Hi l  = Ei=lt-1 EiVi -4- 1~1 = 
t -1  Y~i=I rhivi. Since 1 < rhl < Ea+h-1  and 0 < rhi < h for i = 2 ,3 , . . .  , t - l ,  it follows from 
_ Y-~i=l rhi = h + 51 > h. q> 2h- l  >E l+h- l  that (ml ,m2, . . . , rh t -1 )~E( t - l ,q )and  t-1 
This is contradictory to (2). Hence, (3) holds. 
The following lemma is due to Hamada and Deza [9]. 
LEMMA 3.2. In the case t > # > 1 and q > (h - 1) 2 for some integer h > 3, F is a {(h - 1)Vl + 
VU.I-1, (h - 1)v0 + %; t, q}-minihyper if and only if F is a set of h - 1 points and a #-fiat in PG( t, q) 
which are mutually disjoint. 
REMARK 3.2. It  is known that  if there exists an {hv2, hvl;2,q}-minihyper for some positive 
integer h(< q), then (h - 1)/(q - h + 1) must be an integer. Since 0 < (h - 1)/(q - h + 1) < 1 in 
the case h _> 2 and q > 2(h - 1), it follows that  there is no {hv2, hVl; 2, q}-minihyper in the case 
h _> 2 and q > 2(h -  1). 
LEMMA 3.3. In the case t >_ 3, eo = 0 or 1, el >_ 2, h = eo + E1 ~_ 3, and q > (h - 1) 2, F is an 
{eovl + elv2, Ely1, t, q}-minihyper if and only i f  F is a set of Eo points and El 1-flats in PG(t, q) 
which are mutually disjoint. 
PROOF. Let F be any {(h -  m)vi + mv2,mv~;t,q}-minihyper where m = ~1. There exists a 
hyperplane H in PG(t, q) such that  IF ~ H I = m, i.e., F A H = {P1, P2 , - - . ,  Pro} for some points 
P1, P2 , . . . ,  Pm in H.  Since q + 1 > (h - 1) 2 + 1 > m - 1, there exists a (t - 2)-flat At in H such 
that  {P1, P2 , . . . ,  Pro} A At = {P~} for each integer 1 in {1, 2 , . . . ,  m}. 
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Let Hi (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  q) be q hyperplanes in PG(t, q), except for H, which contain A1, where 
]FAg1] _> ]FNH2] _> _> ]FnHql. Since q "'" Y~i=l IRA(Hi\A])]  = IF I - IFAHI = mq+h-m and 
IFN(H i \A1) I  = ]FNHi I - I FNAI ]  _> m-1  fo r /= 1,2 , . . . ,q ,  it follows that (mq+h-m) /q  <_ 
IFN (H i \  A1)I _< (mq+h-m) - (q -1 ) (m-1) ,  i.e., l+m+(h-m) /q< IFN Hll <_q+h. 
Since m = h -  1 or h this implies that h+l  < ]FNHl l  _< q+h.  Hence, it follows from 
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 that v2 <_ I F n Hi] _< v2 + h -  1 and F N H1 = L I U $1 for some 1-flat L1 and 
some set $1 in H1 where A1 n L1 = {P1}. This implies that there exists a 1-flat L1 in PG(t, q) 
such that {P1,P2,... ,Pro} ALl  = {P1} and L1 C F. 
Similarly, it can be shown using the (t - 2)-flat At that there exists a l-flat Ll in PG(t, q) such 
that {P1, P2, . . . ,  Pro}ALl = {Pt} and Lt C F fo r /= 2, 3 , . . . ,  m. Hence, F = L1UL2U.. .ULmUS 
for the l-flats L1, L2 , . . . ,  Lm and some set S in PG(t, q). If L1, L2 , . . . ,  Lm-1 and Lm are mutually 
disjoint, then Lemma 3.3 holds. 
Suppose L1, L2, . . . ,  Lm-1 and Lm are not mutually disjoint. Without loss of generality, we 
can assume that L1 n L2 7 ~ 0 (i.e., L1 N L2 = {Q}). 
CASE 1. t = 3. Let H be the hyperplane (i.e., 2-flat) in PG(3,q) which contains L1 and L2. 
Then I F n H I > v2 + q. Hence, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that I F n H I > 2v2 and F n H is an 
{govl +glv2,glvl; 3, q}-minihyper in H for some integers go and gl such that go _> 0, 2 _< gl <_ m, 
and go + gl _< h. Since H is a 2-flat, this implies that there exists a {govl + glv2,glvl;2, q}- 
minihyper, which is contradictory to Remark 3.2 and Corollary 1.4. Hence, L1,L2,. . .  ,Lm-1 
and Lm must be mutually disjoint. 
CASE 2. t _> 4. Let H be the hyperplane which contains L1 and L2. It follows from ]FNH I > v2+q 
and Lemma 3.1 that F N II is an {g0vl + glv2, girl; t, q}-minihyper in the ( t -  1)-flat H for some 
integers go and gl such that go -> 0, 2 _< gl -< m, and go + gl _< h. Since Lemma 3.3 holds in the 
case t = 3 (cf. Case 1), it follows by induction on t that FNH consists of g0 points and gl 1-flats 
in H which are mutually disjoint. Since L1 U L2 C F n 1-I and L1 N L2 ~ 9, this is a contradiction. 
Hence, L1, L2, . . . ,  Lm-1 and Lm must be mutually disjoint. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let t, q, So, ~1, and h be any integers uch that t k 3, So k 2, el _> 2, h = So -~- £1, 
and q > (h - 1) 2. Then F is an {£0721 nt- elv2,elVl,t,q}-minihyper if and only if F is a set oleo 
points and el 1-flats in PG(t, q) which are mutually disjoint. 
PROOF. Let F be any {(h - m)vl + mv2,mvl;3, q}-minihyper where m = el. In the case 
t = 3, it follows from Lemma 3.1, Remark 3.2, and Corollary 1.4 that m < IF n HI < h or 
v2 < IF n HI < v2 + h - 1 for any 2-flat H in PG(3, q). In the case t > 4, it follows from 
Lemma 3.1 that m _< IF n H I < h or lv2 <_ IF n H] < Iv2 + h - l for any hyperplane H in PG(t, q) 
where 1 E {1, 2 , . . . ,  m}. Let a = 1 or m according as t = 3 or t _> 4. 
Let xi be the number of hyperplanes H in PG(t, q) such that ]FAN] = i for i -- m, m+ 1, . . . ,  h 
and let Ylk be the number of hyperplanes H in PG(t, q) such that IFNH] = lq+k for I = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a 
and k = l,l + 1 , . . . ,h .  Let 
C Zl = Ylk, z2 = (lq + k)y lk ,  z3 = 2 Ylk. z=l k=l Z=I k=l 1=1 k=l 
Since t > 3, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that 
h 
zi + zl = V,+l, (3.1) 
i=rn 
h 
i x ,  + z~ = IFIv,, (3.2/ 
i=m 
E 2 
where IF] = mq + h. 
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Using a method similar to the proof of (2.4)-(2.6) it can be shown that 
hrnzl - (h + m - 1)z2 + 2z3 
mq t+l - (h - 1)(h - m)q t + (h 2 - h) qt-1 _ m2q2 _ m(h  - m)q (3.4) 
> 
- q-1  
Let u be the number of 1-flats (denoted by L1, L2 , . . . ,  Lv) in PG(t ,  q), t _> 3, such that Li c F 
for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  u. In the case t = 3, u _> 2, and L1 fq L2 ¢ 0, let H be the 2-flat in PG(3,  q) which 
contains L1 and L2. Then IF A 171 >_ v2 + q > v2 + h -  1, a contradiction. Hence, L1, L2 , . . . ,  Lv -  1, 
and Lv must be mutually disjoint in the case t = 3 and u > 2. It follows by induction on t that 
L1,L2 . . . .  , L~- I  and L~ must be mutually disjoint in the case t > 3 and u _> 2. 
Let zl = Y~51 Y'~h=lytk and z2 = EL I  Eh=l l(lq + k)ytk. Then 2z 3 - -q  Y~=I ~-~h=l l(lq + 
k)y~k + E?=~ h Y~k=t (k - 1)(lq + k)ytk <_ q52 + (h - 1)z2, z2 > q51, and Zl _< 51. Hence, 
hmzl  - (h - 1 + re)z2 + 2za <_ m(h  - q)51 + q52. (3.5) 
Since there are vt-1 hyperplanes (denoted by Hij, j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  vt-1) in PG(t ,  q) which contain 
Li for each i and there are vt-2 hyperplanes H in {Hij I J = 1,2, . . .  ,vt -1} such that P E H for 
any point P i/ Li, it follows that ~,1 l /V t -1  and 52 Y~i=l v,-a = = ~ E j= I  I F N Hijl = E i= l  {(IFI - 
IZ, I)vt-2 + IL~lvt-x} = v{q t + mq t-x + (h -  1)q t -~ - mq-  h}/ (q  - 1). Hence, it follows from (3 .4)  
and (3.5) that 
u>m - (h2- (m+l )h+m)qt -{h2- (m2+m+l)h+m}qt - l -m2h (3.6) 
- -  q t+ l  + (mh + h - 1)q  t -1  - mq 2 - (h - m)q - mh 
It follows from (3.6) and q > (h - 1) 2 that u > m - 1, i.e., u >_ m. 
I f ,  _> m + 1, then IFI _> (m + 1)v2 > mq + h = IFI, a contradiction. Hence, u = m and F 
consists of m 1-flats and h - m points in PG(t ,  q) which are mutually disjoint. This completes 
the proof. 
REMARK 3.3. After submission of this paper Theorem 1.5 has been further generalized by 
Hamada and Helleseth [10] and Hamada and Maekawa [12] using the result in Theorem 1.5. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.5. It is obvious that the "if" part of Theorem 1.5 holds. It follows from 
Lemmas 3.2-3.4 that the "only if" part of Theorem 1.5 holds. 
APPENDIX  
CONNECTIONS BETWEEN MIN IHYPERS AND CODES 
Let S(k,  q) be the set of all column vectors c, c = (cl, c2, . . . ,  c~) T, in W(k,  q) such that either 
cl = 1 or cl = c2 . . . . .  ei-1 = 0, ci = 1 for some integer i in {2 ,3 , . . . , k}  where k _> 3 and 
W(k,  q) denotes a k-dimensional vector space consisting of column vectors over GF(q) .  Then 
S(k,  q) consists of all (qk _ 1)/(q -- 1) projectively distinct nonzero vectors in W(k,  q) which may 
be regarded as (qk _ 1)/(q -- 1) points in PG(k  - 1, q). 
THEOREM A.1. (See [6]). Let F be a set o f f  vectors in S(k ,q)  and let C be the subspace of 
V(n ,  q) generated by a k x n matr ix (denoted by G) whose column vectors axe all the vectors in 
S(k,  q ) \F  where n = vk - f ,  1 < f < vk -- 1, and vi = (q~ - 1)/(q - 1) for any integer i > O. 
(1) Let Hz = {y E S(k,q)  [ z .y  = 0 over GF(q)}  for a nonzero vector z in W(k ,q ) .  Then 
Hz is a hyperplane in PG(k  - 1, q) and the weight of the code vector zTG in C is equal 
to IF N Hz[ - vk-1 + n where z T denotes the transpose of the vector z and z • y denotes 
the inner product of two vectors z and y. 
(2) In the case k > 3 and 1 < d < qk- 1, C is an [n, k, d; q]-code meeting the Griesmer bound 
if and only if F is a {vk - n, vk-1 - n + d; k - 1,q}-minihyper. 
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DEFINITION A .1 .  Two [n,k,d;q]-codes C1 and 62 are said to be equivalent / f  there  exists a 
k x n generator matr /x  G2 of  the code C2 such that G2 = G IPD (or G2 = G IDP)  for some 
permutat ion matr ix  P and  some nonsingular diagonal matr /x  D with entr ies f rom GF(q) ,  where 
G1 is a k x n generator matr ix  o f  C1. 
F rom Theorem A.1 and Def in i t ion A.1, we have the  following. 
COROLLARY A .2 .  In the case k _> 3 and d qk-1 k-2 ---- - ~-~=o ~q~, there is a one-to-one corre- 
spondence between the set of all nonequivalent [n, k, d; q]-codes meeting the Griesmer 5ound and 
k-2 k-2 
the set  of all {E i=0 ¢ iv i+l ,  E i=0 eivi ;  k - 1, q}-minihypers where n = vk - Eik=o 2 ¢iVi+x and 
0 <_ ¢i <- q -  1 for i  = 0 ,1 , . . . , k -2 .  
THEOREM A .3 .  (See [6]). Let  ( (0 , (1 , . . .  , • -1 )  E -E(t,q). 
t -1 t-1 
(1) I f  m >_ Z i= l  (i yi, then f >_ Y~i=l (iviq -1 for any { f ,m;t ,q}-min ihyper .  
t-1 
(2) I f  [F[ is a set of  E i= l  (iYi+l points in PG(t ,  q) such that [F A H[ >_ ~-~-~ (ivi for any 
t-1 t-1 
hyperplane H in PG(t ,  q), then F is a {E i= I  (iVi+l, Zi=i  (ivi; t, q}-minihyper. 
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